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The Five
Steps to
System i High
Availability

There are five secrets to being truly
switch-ready:
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enough for some customers, and they
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disruptions. Above all, autonomics
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capabilities
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administrative tasks and manual
This approach affords maximum
intervention for you or IT staff to
benefit as it eliminates costly, repetitious
such a degree that it requires a
planned downtime, saves money
simple, once-a-day check of the
and enhances profitability, improves
status screen or a status e-mail/
productivity, supports revenue growth,
page.
and minimizes business risks from
• Automation to mask complexity
unplanned downtime due to hardware
with simplicity. Automation within
failures, human errors, or disasters.
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a high-availability solution should
focus on making it as easy as
possible to perform switches and
integrate high availability into
operations, such as data backups
via tape. In other words, the job of
automation is to enable complete
simplicity.
• Easy administration: just 10
minutes a day, with minimal
resources. The key to “easy-to-use”
lies in an interface that matches
your requirements but takes little
time to understand or use. Some
System i professionals have many
years’ experience and prefer to use
the 5250 “green screen” interface.
Others have more experience with
point-and-click GUI systems. A
high-availability solution should
not make either user choose.
High-availability solutions that are
truly easy to use will accommodate
user preferences. In addition, one
screen should be all you need. All
of the complexity of the technology
should happen behind the scenes.
This means that it should only
require one screen to monitor
replication, journaling, auditing,
error resolution, and other status
information.
Bottom line: If you’re thinking
of implementing System i and want
the benefits of an always switch-ready
environment as well as the assurance
that it will continue to work time after
time, the five truths of high availability
will help you achieve greater efficiencies
and low TCO. Arm yourself with inside
information and get the facts about nextgeneration technologies. 
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